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About This Game

Heroes of Annihilated Empires - is a fantasy-based game from GSC Game World in the genre of RTS vs RPG for PC.

A new proprietary 3D-engine is used to power the game. Episode one is set on Atlans island, the historical homeland of elves.
The world of the game is living and huge, full of magic, mythical creatures, heroes and powerful forces involved in a large-scale

conflict dating back to the past. The gameplay enables the player, controlling one of the heroes, as to lead thousands-strong
armies into battle, so as combat with the hero alone, making use of the entire arsenal of possibilities and powerful magical

spells. The possibility to upgrade your hero, improve his abilities, find artifacts and get random quests serves to hugely diversify
the gameplay.

Innovative opposing of two genres in one game - RTS vs RPG

New 3D engine

Detailed game world, including support of 5 novels from Europe-renowned writer Ilya Novak

Mass-scale battles of thousands-strong armies

Four unique races, individual skills, spells and artifacts
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12 heroes, 12 neutral races, 100 units and 150 various buildings

Excellently developed character types and impressive unit animation

Over 150 magic items and over 100 spells

Original and involving story of the campaign

Classic multiplayer over LAN or the Internet, up to 7 players in a game. Mix of two genres in the game: RTS vs RPG
with a possibility to blend or choose in between during the play.

Original card system of magic spells, equally interesting to both hardcore gamers and newbies. Over 50 spell cards

Involving process of character level-ups throughout the entire game

Stunning intros and cut-scenes. Comics in-between missions to give a deeper story insight
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Publisher:
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it looks like a fun game, but it is to hectic for me. I have had more fun with this game that's in super early access and made by a
team of 2 people then AAA games that took years to make and cost millions
10/10 Can't wait for more content
(The final hole on oasis A.K.A Temple of Osiris will haunt my dreams). 'Catch A Falling Star' was initially off putting to me as
I tend to avoid clicker style games. After viewing the video and seeing multiple friend's reviews about it I decided to get the 99
cent game. 8 hours of teeth gritting, leaning in the direction the star is falling, and collecting tea cups full of stars later, I feel I
can give my impressions about it.

The fun of this game is held entirely by it's connections to Steam and Steam achievements for me, aside from the aesthetic
appeal of bright, colorful and cute graphics. Without the goal set for me to achieve 5000 points, open up all the basket options,
and save up 2,500 coins I might have stopped playing this game hours ago. The game is deceptively challenging behind it's
simplicity. There are many techniques one begins to learn as you crawl up the point gain to combat ice, catch a star, and use the
very edge of your bucket to bounce a negative power up. Some of the negative (red) power ups begin to seem appealing as one
can use them strategically. The game also seems to completely change after hitting 2K, 2.5K, and 3K points, but I can't be exact
in what numbers bring about this change. Suddenly stars are dropping more quickly and on opposite sides of the map. I can go
from a full bar of health that I've built up until this part of the game and drop out before I can deposit a bucket of stars. So after
I've almost reached every achievement and definitely gotten my money's worth of playtime and entertainment from this game,
an entirely new challenge appears out of the woodwork.

The graphics and music are also pleasant. I have really enjoyed getting the Steam badge and emoticons. They are the same
appealing graphics of the game and quite affordable for those interested. My favorite background being 'Japan' which is pink
cherry trees with a lovely mountain backdrop. I also like the teacup, coffee cup, suit case, present box, cookie jar, and most of
the other cute baskets. The other unlockable backgrounds were unremarkable to me, although I can see the appeal for fans of
those games they represent. My only other qualm would be that not all functions seem to be fully available yet, such as the
'Bubble Time' power up which doesn't seem to do anything when caught as of this review. I can foresee this power up being a
game changer once it is instilled.

Overall, 'Catch A Falling Star' is affordable, a boredom killer, \u201crelaxing\u201d for some (ha, not me!), a hidden challenge
and something worth playing.. this game is PANTS!!! wish i'd read the reviews before wasting \u00a36.99 on it!. An
outstanding end to the trilogy, bringing everything back full circle. Brilliantly written and beautifully scored.. Brilliant little
game. Short, and to the point. A fantasy story about you fighting monsters on the surface, but beneath that the game is really
about something very different, something very much related to the modern world. Sound tracks and art style are great, classy
and atmospheric, and the gameplay is smooth and closely integrated with the narrative. Packed in the two hour campaign is also
a branching story line where your choice will affect the outcome of the game. I chose to be the nice\/sympathetic guy, but I'm
really curious about how the story would end if I picked the other path. Overall, a pleasant and insipiring experience. Highly
recommended.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1586049167
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Rocket Powered skateboards are surprisingly underwhelming in this 2D puzzle platformer. The search for a missing friend leads
to loads of weird locals and mysteries but are marred by the poor controls and frustrations of unbounded physics objects
requiring multiple restarts.. beautiful story of evolution. If you ever bombed a wall in your youth, I highly recommend. I was so
deep in the zone I was shaking up the paint cans lol. I really like this game. It is fun to play. I would recommend getting this
game.. Very disappointed this game hasn't moved forward any since i bought it in April.
My review could change if the developers stop sitting on their hands!. Well, I feel shoot a insects, i become Cockroaches-bot
shoot some beetle and ant.. but this cheap. ...Why is this free?

There's a million games, books, and movies out there right now that people are wasting their money on and this is being given
away. It's unfathomable. I drown myself in VNs to try to filter out the good, and this is on par with VNs like Higurashi no Naku
Koro ni and Shikkoku no Sharnoth, and both of their respective series. When I wasn't playing this, I was thinking about it, and
when I was playing it, it kept my full attention. This review is honestly more of a thank you to the creators. You did a great job.
I really hope you know that. I will be waiting for the rest to be revealed, piece by piece.

If I had any criticism, it would be that the "antagonist" (because as we learn, it isn't so simply straightforward) was easy to guess,
especially as it's a common trope lately. Even so, the mystery pulled me in and made me want to understand the town this school
was centered in. Another side note would be that the nods to actual stuff in reality by shifting the names were hilarious and
amazing in places. Loved it, and everything else about this.

I truly hope this is continued. Fantastic visual novel. I'm floored.. The game is still in a buggy state. After completing a level,
you are unable to either retry it or continue to the next stage due to the game freezing. Game over also means the game freezing
and you have to restart. Terrible state that the game is in.. Double ur gun - double ur fun! (c)
10,9999999/10
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